PHOTOGRAPHY STANDARDS & GUIDELINES

Tell a story.

EatWith experiences are about more than just
artfully plated dishes -- they are about people
sharing life together.
The photos in a profile should capture the food,
the people and the space -- but, most
importantly, they should capture the unique
magic of the moment.

RULES OF THUMB
LENS
Use wide angle for landscapes
and rooms, telephoto for
details and portraits.

TEMPERATURE
Colour mode must capture the
correct ambient temperature
without the need for much
post-production

NIGHT
Avoid built-in camera flash.
Use an external flash, tripod
and reflectors for night events.

LIGHT
Work in natural light as much
as possible. When indoors, be
sure to turn on all the lights in
the space.

ASPECT RATIO
All pictures must be
horizontal, or landscape
format

CREATE
While all photos should look
candid, feel free to direct
people at the demo event to
capture the spirit of the scene.
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All profiles should include 3-5 shots of each:

THE HOST

THE GUESTS

THE FOOD

THE SPACE

THE TABLE

THE COOKING

THE HOST
Capture the host being themselves! (Playing
guitar, holding a camera, or a book etc)
Shoot the host holding a prepared dish and
cooking in the kitchen
Get the moment when they open their door.
Take a photo of the host standing, with the set
table behind them.

COOKING
Handling: chopping, squeezing, grating - any
action with colour and energy.
Cooking: frying, stirring, baking - capture the
sense of homemade.
Plating all the elements to show the process of
creating a dish.
Dressing the dish to serve.

THE FOOD
All dishes and accompanying elements
(sauces, salt, etc).
Finer details (herbs, drizzle of oil, etc).
Add a spices or herbs when necessary to
add a contrasting colour.
Shoot from different angles including from
above, front on and profile.

THE TABLE
Capture the details (cutlery, flowers,
candles).
Shoot the length of the table to show the
spread of food, drink and hospitality.
Shoot from above to capture multiple
elements in the frame.

THE SPACE
Capture as many angles as possible.
Shoot the unique elements of a space that
represent the personality of the host.
Shoot all areas where guests might be -- kitchen,
dining area, entrance, sitting room, rooftop,
balcony.
Capture the view, where relevant.

GUESTS
Advise all guests that you will be shooting
Capture candid conversation, laughing,
serving food, eating (but not chewing!)
Shoot the welcome moment when the guest
first enters
Only shoot a photo of guests clinking glasses
if it is natural and doesn’t look staged

CHECKLIST

1

Before the event, let the guests know the types of photos you will be
taking and ensure you have their permission.

2

Prepare your equipment - camera, lenses, tripods, lighting equipment,
spare batteries and memory cards.

3

Make a list of all the shots needed and plan out and visualise when and
where you will capture them.

4

Start taking photos at least one hour before the event to capture the
pre-event preparation shots.

5

Capture as many food photos in natural daylight as possible -- this may
require pre-event plating and staging.

6

Understand when different dishes will be ready so you can capture shots
of the food at the perfect moment.

